Introduction
We will be concerned with a modular lattice I together with an antitone mapping L: 9*9 such that (l)
The following rules are easily (2) (3) (4) y=xar forall x€9. If x:xrr we call x closed; if x_<yt we write xly.
Under the assumption that fLg we shall construct the free modular lattice {U,d generated by {(f)v{(g), where {(f) is the orthostable lattice generated by f(9. f U, d is a distributive lattice. We will also give some conditions ensuring that "/"(f,g) or a slight modification of "fU,g) is orthostable. Certain special cases are studied separately because of their importance in geometry.
The value of lattice theoretical computations such as given here rests on the fact that they yieldin conjunction with certain general theorems proved in [3] and [5] strong results on the classification of subspaces in quadratic spaces, normal bases, decomposition theorems. The role of the lattice theoretic part has been described in detail in Section 3 of [5] . Let " §(f) be the ideal generatedin {(f)by f"; and let the filter generated by fL be denoted bv g(f).Note that rj):
Considering a second element g(9 we prove: Lemma l. Assume that f :-g. Then the lattice "/'(f,g) generated in I by {(f)v{(d is distributiue.
Proof. By Theorem 6 of [6] and symmetry it suffi.ces to verify that (å v b') x c: (ånc)v (b'r..c) for all b,b'Ur(f) and all c({(d. Since f ts we have y=ft=glt=x for all x(.g(g), y€g(f). This and the symmetric fact is expressed by ,9 (f) = eF (g), I (d = s U). The only elements infff) which are not join-irreducible ate zL:f v(f l.f')", zr:f v (f'nft'), zr:f v fL, ze:flt v/a. For i:3,4 we obtain the distributivity of zrxy usirg(S) and modularity. The same works for i:1,2 and y(fr(g). Finally (5) Finally we prove that l\viQ is a lattice by showing that x vy and xny are in ffv fi whenever x(.|i, ye,l6.As for the joins it suffices to show that x v y€,ri for x(t and y join-irreducible in lg, y#f, ngr. Since /a ng, n (frt vg.r): (ft n f") v (g, agrr) the only such y are .f, frt, g, gLL; for these, however, the claim is obvious. Owing to distributivity we will now consider only those meets x n y for which x (fi, y Q'6are join-irreducible with x*f! r,, gr. v (f n gr) and y#ft ng'. This means that xQ{f', ft n(g ngt)t, f'A(g'ng,,)r, ft ngt, gt rr(ft nfrr)t, ga n (f n f')', g') and y({f, ft', g, g"\.
These verifications are easY.
We summarize:
Theorem l. The free modulqr lattice generated by I has 258 elements. 35 2. The lattice: some sPecial cases
We recall that f lgisassumed throughout. From this it follows that fLL Agrr: fLnfltngangra. The following condition requires that flt ngrr is even smaller: (6) frrIELL:(Jnft)ttn(gnga)ar.
Under this assumption 
(g I f]-lv f rr BLL
To prove (7) note that by distributivity /{ consists of joins u1Y tt2Y ttsY ... v a" ' where (a) ur€f(f)v 9(d or (b) rz, is a meet xny of join-irreducible elements x(9(f), y€gz). From (6) We want to be sure that xa€{(f,g) for all x€{(f,d. Since (avb)L: atnbt and {(f,g) is a lattice we need only find the orthogonals of join-irreducible elements. If x€fi is join-irreducible, then xe6(f), or x(F(g), or x:ttlAot for some u(9(f),r:€"fk). In the latter case xl:(uvu)la and the following condition must be satisfied for xa to belong to ./.(f, g)
for all ae I (f), b e 9(g). Another problem appears when we check orthogonals of elements in '%: fng:(fnf')a(gngr)=(/n fr_)tL n(gngr)ra and therefore (.fndr= l(fnft)L v(gnga)llrr. Since (fxf,)t v(gnga)a is the largest element of {(f, d, this lattice will have to be extended at the top end unless (/nf)r v (grg')' is closed and (fnd't:(frrf')"r(gng')".
Postponing the problem of such an extension at the moment we consider only xQll6 such that x >(f n f!)t' n (g a g')' r, or x> f x f', or x> g A gJ-. The join-irreducible ones amongthemareelements of "f (f) or §(g)ormeets x:all Abrt, where a(,9(f), bQf (d. In the last case xl:(at vå')rr. Thus is the set l' as defined at the beginning of Section 2. It llrll is the lattice generated by {L, then lg:7rU,dvl{Ll is a lattice because "t"U, d=Utr Ag}r)r--(f vg')" by (6) . lt 7$ is to be l-stable we must have the elements of l{'tll in {(f,g); this will happen precisely when ('/rl)t c {. This proves Lemm a 3. Assume (6) . Then 
